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Abstract. Typhoon (TY) Haiyan was one of the most intense
and highly destructive tropical cyclones (TCs) to affect the
Philippines. As such, it is regarded as a baseline for extreme
TC hazards. Improving the simulation of such TCs will not
only improve the forecasting of intense TCs but will also be
essential in understanding the potential sensitivity of future
intense TCs with climate change. In this study, we investigate
the effects of model configuration in simulating TY Haiyan
using the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) Model. Sen-
sitivity experiments were conducted by systematically alter-
ing the choice of cumulus schemes, surface flux options, and
spectral nudging. In addition to using the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis fifth-
generation (ERA5) single high-resolution realization as ini-
tial and boundary conditions, we also used 4 of the 10 lower-
resolution ERA5 data assimilation system (EDA) ensemble
members as initial and boundary conditions. Results indicate
a high level of sensitivity to cumulus schemes, with a trade-
off between using Kain–Fritsch and Tiedtke schemes that
have not been mentioned in past studies of TCs in the Philip-
pines. The Tiedtke scheme simulates the track better (with a
lower mean direct positional error, DPE, of 33 km), while
the Kain–Fritsch scheme produces stronger intensities (by
15 hPa minimum sea level pressure). Spectral nudging also
resulted in a reduction in the mean DPE by 20 km, and vary-
ing the surface flux options resulted in the improvement of
the simulated maximum sustained winds by up to 10 m s−1.
Simulations using the EDA members initial and boundary
conditions revealed low sensitivity to the initial and bound-
ary conditions, having less spread than the simulations using

different parameterization schemes. We highlight the advan-
tage of using an ensemble of cumulus parameterizations to
take into account the uncertainty in the track and intensity of
simulating intense tropical cyclones.

1 Introduction

As a country of 109 million people over more than 7000 is-
lands, the Philippines is considered one of the most natural-
hazard-prone countries in the world (Brucal et al., 2020) and
is ranked in the top five of all countries in terms of expo-
sure to climate-related risks (Eckstein et al., 2020). One of
the most important hazards the Philippines is exposed to is
tropical cyclones (TCs). TCs bring intense winds, extreme
precipitation, and storm surges that affect a large portion
of the Philippine population (Bagtasa, 2017; Lyon and Ca-
margo, 2009). Due to its location in the western North Pa-
cific Ocean, where TC formation is conducive all year, the
Philippines is exposed to an average 10 landfalling TCs an-
nually (Cinco et al., 2016). Since 1990, TCs in the Philip-
pines have resulted in up to half of the total losses from all
natural disasters, amounting to about USD 20 billion in dam-
ages (Brucal et al., 2020) and an annual average death toll
of 885 with estimated accumulated deaths due to TCs of ap-
proximately 30 000 from 1980 to 2013 (Yonson et al., 2016).
It is estimated that about 5 million people are affected annu-
ally or over 570 000 are affected on average per destructive
TC (Brucal et al., 2020).
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One of the strongest typhoons that made landfall in the
Philippines in recent history is Typhoon (TY) Haiyan (locally
named “Yolanda”), which is considered the second costli-
est Philippine TC since 1990 (EM-DAT, 2020) and one of
the deadliest since the 1970s (Cinco et al., 2016; Lander et
al., 2014; Lagmay et al., 2015). TY Haiyan was a category-5
super typhoon that claimed the lives of at least 7300 people,
most of them from drowning due to the devastating 5 to 7 m
high storm surge and coastal inundation (Soria et al., 2016). It
also affected more than 16 million people (NDRRMC, 2014)
and caused an estimated USD 5–15 billion worth of damage,
particularly in agriculture and critical infrastructure (Brucal
et al., 2020). Comiso et al. (2015) found that TY Haiyan co-
incided with the warmest sea surface temperature (SST) ob-
served over the Pacific warm-pool region, which may have
contributed to its intense nature. This relation between in-
tense TCs and warmer tropical SSTs has also been found in
the Atlantic (Emanuel, 2005) and suggests that continuous
warming may lead to more intense TCs in the future. Consis-
tently, an increasing trend in intense TC frequency affecting
the Philippines since the 1970s has been observed (Cinco et
al., 2016; Comiso et al., 2015). TC rainfall is also expected to
increase in the future as TCs intensify (IPCC, 2021; Patricola
and Wehner, 2018), potentially increasing the risk of flooding
and landslides. Given TY Haiyan’s intensity and impacts, it
is regarded as a benchmark for an intense and destructive TC.
Hence, it is important to test how well it can be simulated in
current models in the present climate and the TC sensitivities
to model formulation.

While global climate models (GCMs) are very useful
for looking at the changes in TC activity under differ-
ent climate change scenarios (e.g., frequency, intensity,
genesis from a climatological and global/regional perspec-
tive) (Gallo et al., 2019; Patricola and Wehner, 2018)
and some advances have been made in the past few
decades in the use of global convection-permitting models
(Judt et al., 2021), previous studies still demonstrate the
need for (convection-resolving/convection-permitting) lim-
ited area models (LAMs) to better simulate the processes rel-
evant to the TC formation and development as well as their
properties, particularly the most intense ones (e.g., Walsh et
al., 2015). In consideration of the computational cost in re-
solving important TC processes, the use of LAMs is a valu-
able and complementary approach to using GCMs in in-
vestigating the potential changes in TCs in the future. One
such LAM is the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
Model (Skamarock et al., 2008), developed by the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), which is used as
both numerical weather prediction LAM and regional cli-
mate model (RCM). WRF is currently used for operational
forecasting in the Philippines by the country’s meteorologi-
cal office – Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astro-
nomical Services Administration (PAGASA) (Flores, 2019;
Aragon and Pura, 2016) – and also used in hindcast simula-
tion and sensitivity studies of TC track and intensity (Spencer

et al., 2012; Islam et al., 2015; Lee and Wu, 2018) and asso-
ciated rainfall (Cruz and Narisma, 2016). It has also been
used as an RCM to simulate TC activity in the western North
Pacific (WNP) basin (Shen et al., 2017) and several TCs in
the North Atlantic over a 13-year period in a convection-
permitting model under current and future climate conditions
(Gutmann et al., 2018). It has also been used as LAM in sim-
ulating specific TC cases with future GCM forcings as initial
and lateral boundary conditions in other TC basins (Lack-
mann, 2015; Parker et al., 2018; Patricola and Wehner, 2018).

WRF has also gained considerable popularity in recent
years and has been used for TC simulations (Islam et
al., 2015). Efforts are being made to identify the optimum
parameterization schemes and to customize the WRF-ARW
model for TC hindcast simulations. For instance, past nu-
merical weather prediction (NWP) LAM studies of western
North Pacific TCs, including TY Haiyan, show the cumu-
lus (CU) convection scheme as having the most influence on
its intensity over other model parameters such as the plane-
tary boundary layer (PBL) and/or microphysics schemes (Is-
lam et al., 2014; Di et al., 2019). In particular, the Kain–
Fritsch (KF) (Kain, 2004) cumulus convection scheme has
been found to produce the best TC tracks and wind intensity
estimates (Zhang et al., 2011; Spencer et al., 2012; Prater and
Evans, 2002; Mohandas and Ashrit, 2014). Furthermore, the
often-selected KF scheme was shown to be also sensitive to
model resolution (Li et al., 2018). However, the use of the KF
scheme has also shown certain limitations. A study by Torn
and Davis (2012) found that the KF scheme produces larger
TC track biases than the Tiedtke (TK) cumulus convection
scheme.

Other than the said parameterization schemes, improve-
ments in simulations of TC intensity have also been found
to be influenced by the surface flux options (Kueh et
al., 2019). Some other studies related to the sensitivity of
WRF model choices can be found, i.e., spectral nudging
(Moon et al., 2018) and initial and boundary conditions (Is-
lam et al., 2015). Previous work has explored the sensitiv-
ity of TC simulations in WRF to initial condition datasets,
i.e., from different reanalysis data (e.g., Mohanty et al., 2010)
and initial condition time (e.g., Mohanty et al., 2010; Shep-
herd and Walsh, 2017). Shepherd and Walsh (2017) showed
that trajectories can be sensitive to initial condition time;
however, they are more sensitive to the CU parameteriza-
tion. Mohanty et al. (2010) demonstrated that simulated in-
tensity and vorticity maxima are sensitive to the chosen ini-
tial and boundary condition dataset. Alternatively, nudging
could be applied to the model until TC genesis, which would
constrain the model to be more consistent with observations.
Mori et al. (2014) applied spectral nudging in several runs in
its hindcast WRF simulations for Typhoon Haiyan and found
that when applied, there is some bias in the simulated track
primarily at landfall, but it simulated reasonable intensities.
Kueh et al. (2019) also performed several experiments with
and without nudging at 3 km resolution and found that nudg-
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ing produced smaller track errors than the simulations with-
out. They also found small differences in the TC intensity
and structure in the experiments with and without nudging.
Cha et al. (2011) suggested that continued spectral nudging
can suppress TC intensification. Shen et al. (2017), although
using WRF as an RCM in investigating the effect of spec-
tral nudging in inter-annual and seasonal variability of TC
activity in East Asia, suggested that the nudging has an im-
pact in reproducing TC activity. However, there are issues
concerning the impact of nudging strength on model inter-
nal variability (Glisan et al., 2013). In this paper, we revisit
the hindcast simulation of TY Haiyan using WRF as NWP
LAM and assess its sensitivity to model formulation and the
driving initial and boundary conditions, in preparation for
pseudo-global warming and CMIP6 climate projection ex-
periment studies. This study builds on the work of Islam et
al. (2015), who assessed the effects of different combinations
of the planetary boundary layer, microphysics, and cumulus
convection scheme using WRF but found substantial under-
estimation of TY Haiyan’s intensity regardless of the sensi-
tivity to physics parameterization; Li et al. (2018), who used
WRF to look at the effects of the cumulus parameterization
at different resolutions (9–2 km) and found that the most ef-
fective resolution to simulate TY Haiyan with no cumulus
parameterization or a revised KF scheme is at 2 and 4 km
resolution, respectively; and that of Kueh et al. (2019), who
looked at the influence of the different surface flux options
in simulating TY Haiyan’s intensity using one cumulus con-
vection scheme and found that a better representation of sur-
face flux formulas improved the simulated intensity in WRF.
Here, we investigate the effects of the different combinations
of model cumulus convection schemes, spectral nudging, and
surface flux options on the TY Haiyan track, intensity, and
rainfall hindcast simulations.

Improving the representation of intense TCs like Haiyan in
LAMs such as WRF is also essential for simulations of such
TCs in different future climate change scenarios to provide
credible impact assessments and useful for simulating TC
cases under different climate conditions, e.g., pre-industrial
or future (Parker et al., 2018; Patricola and Wehner, 2018;
Chen et al., 2020). From this study the best combination is
determined, which will then be used for investigating the ef-
fects of future climate change on TY Haiyan and other TC
cases. The associated storm surge of TY Haiyan (Mori et
al., 2014; Nakamura et al., 2016; and Takayabu et al., 2015)
is not considered here. Model parameterization scheme sen-
sitivity studies that assess the simulation of TCs will also
provide guidance to future TC modeling studies (Villafuerte
et al., 2021).

This study seeks to contribute to sensitivity studies with
a particular focus on the Philippines by assessing the skill
and sensitivity of a TC case study using a mesoscale NWP
LAM model. In particular, it aims to study the influence of
the combination of cumulus convection scheme, the differ-
ent surface flux options for the different TC characteristics,

and the use of spectral nudging. This study adds on exist-
ing literature by looking at the effects of cumulus convection
schemes combined with different flux options and spectral
nudging. Specifically, it aims to address the following ques-
tions.

– How sensitive are the TY Haiyan hindcast simulations
to convective schemes, surface flux options, and spectral
nudging?

– How sensitive are the simulated track and intensity of
TY Haiyan to the uncertainty in the initial and boundary
conditions?

The results will provide valuable information for regional cli-
mate downscaling of intense TCs, which can be used in eval-
uating the sensitivity of future TCs in climate change simu-
lations. Section 2 provides a description of the methodology.
Then the paper continues with the results of the sensitivity
experiments followed by the discussion, and finally Sect. 4
provides a summary of the findings and recommendations
for future work.

2 Method

2.1 Case study: Typhoon Haiyan brief description

Typhoon Haiyan originated from an area of low pressure
near the Federated States of Micronesia (5.8◦ N, 157.2◦ E) on
2 November 2013 and moved westward, forming into a trop-
ical storm on 2 November 2013. Typhoon Haiyan formed in
an environment with a significantly high SSTs (peaking at
30.1 ◦C in November 2013), which was considered the high-
est observed during the period between 1981 and 2014 in the
warm-pool region (Comiso et al., 2015). It then rapidly inten-
sified into a TY on 5 November at 6.9◦ N, 142.9◦ E, was clas-
sified as a category-5-equivalent super typhoon by the Joint
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC), and was classified as a
Typhoon by PAGASA, its highest classification at the time.
It further intensified before making landfall on 7 November
at 20:40 UTC. It traversed the central section of the Philip-
pines and started to slowly weaken to a tropical depression
on 11 November (JMA, 2013). Typhoon Haiyan claimed the
lives of more than 7300 people, mostly due to the associated
storm surge and coastal inundation. It is estimated to have
caused USD 5–15 billion worth of direct damages in agricul-
ture and infrastructure (Brucal et al., 2020) and affected more
than 16 million people (NDRRMC, 2014).

2.2 Model description

Simulations were conducted using WRF version 3.8.1
(Skamarock et al., 2008), a non-hydrostatic numerical
weather prediction LAM developed by the National Cen-
ter for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). It is used for at-
mospheric research and operational forecasting and increas-
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ingly for regional climate research (Powers et al., 2017).
The model includes a variety of physical parameterization
schemes, including cumulus convection, microphysics, ra-
diative transfer, planetary boundary layer, and land surface.
The Advanced Research WRF (WRF-ARW) solver uses the
Arakawa C grid as the computational grid and the Runge–
Kutta third-order time integration schemes (MMML-NCAR,
2019). Skamarock et al. (2008) provides a more detailed de-
scription of the model specifications. PAGASA uses WRF
for its operational forecasting over the Philippine Area of
Responsibility (Flores, 2019; Aragon and Pura, 2016), and it
is also used in studies simulating event-based TC-associated
rainfall over the Philippines (Cruz and Narisma, 2016).

The land surface information comes from the 30 arcsec
(∗1 km) resolution Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrora-
diometer (MODIS) satellite dataset with 20 global land use
categories.

2.3 Initial and boundary conditions

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Reanalysis fifth-generation (ERA5) data are used
for both the initial and boundary conditions. It is the latest
generation of reanalysis products produced by ECMWF with
a horizontal resolution of 31 km, hourly temporal resolution,
and 137 vertical levels (Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5 uses
observations collected from satellites and in situ stations,
which are quality controlled and assimilated using 4D-Var,
a model based on the ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast System
(IFS) cycle 41r2.

Alongside the release of the ERA5 single-realization de-
terministic data from 1979 to the present, data from the En-
semble of Data Assimilations (EDA) system were also made
available. The EDA system is a 10-member ensemble at
a lower resolution than the deterministic data (60 km hor-
izontal resolution and 3-hourly) (Hennermann, 2018). The
EDA system provides estimates of analysis and short-range
forecasts through one control and nine perturbed members,
which provide background error estimates for the determin-
istic forecasts. This system allows for estimating uncertainty
since it provides estimates of the analysis and short-range
forecast. These are provided as an uncertainty measure, al-
beit with half the resolution of the reanalysis. To test the
sensitivity to varying boundary conditions, simulations were
also performed using four randomly selected representatives
of the 10-member ERA5 EDA system. The selected ensem-
ble members were used to test the sensitivity to different
perturbed observations, sea surface temperature fields, and
model physics (Isaksen et al., 2010).

2.4 Design of sensitivity experiments and analysis

In this study, the WRF–ARW model has been configured
with two nested domains centered over the point of 18.3◦

latitude, 135◦ longitude. The outermost grid has 294× 159

grid points with 25 km grid spacing, while the innermost do-
main has 745×550 grid points with 5 km grid spacing and 44
vertical eta levels, and the model top pressure level was set to
50 hPa. A two-way nesting is allowed for the interaction be-
tween the outer and inner domain. Specifically, for the outer
domain, which is driven at the boundaries by ERA5, one-way
nesting was used. For the inner domain, which is driven by
the coarser domain, two-way nesting was used. The results
shown in this paper are from the inner 5 km domain. This
model resolution was chosen in favor of using supercomput-
ing resources for the systematic testing of different parame-
terization schemes, as well as in consideration of additional
simulations under future climate conditions.

Higher-resolution nested model configuration is widely
used in numerical weather prediction and regional climate
modeling. The main reason for this is because performing
high-resolution simulation over very large areas (e.g., an en-
tire major oceanic basin) is computationally too expensive
(Kueh et al., 2019). The communication between the nested
domains can be implemented using one-way or two-way
nesting. One-way nesting means that the nested domains are
run separately and sequentially starting with the outer do-
main; i.e., the model is first run for the outer domain to create
an output which is used to supply the inner domain’s bound-
ary file. In a two-way nesting configuration, both domains
are run simultaneously and interact with each other, so that
the highest-possible-resolution information produced by the
innermost domain affects the solutions over the overlapping
area of the coarser domains. The input from the coarse outer
domain is introduced through the boundary of the fine in-
ner domain, while feedback to the coarse domain occurs all
over the inner domain interior, as its values are replaced by
combination of fine inner domain values (Alaka et al., 2022;
Mure-Ravaud et al., 2019; Harris and Duran, 2010). We have
used two-way nesting in the sensitivity runs, rather than one-
way nesting, following recommended practice and previous
studies that looked at sensitivities to physics parameteriza-
tions in WRF (Wu et al., 2019; Biswas et al., 2014; Li and
Pu, 2009; Parker et al., 2017; Spencer et al., 2012; Bopape
et al., 2021), studies that simulated Typhoon Haiyan in the
Philippines (Li et al., 2018; Nakamura et al., 2016), and TC
cases in other basins (Parker et al., 2018; Mittal et al., 2019;
Reddy et al., 2021), among others. Studies of the differences
in using one-way and two-way nesting in regional modeling
have been the topic of multiple previous papers (e.g., Spencer
et al., 2012; Matte et al., 2016; Raffa et al., 2021; Lauwaet
et al., 2013; Harris and Durran, 2010; Chen et al., 2010;
Gao et al., 2019). A comprehensive discussion on the dif-
ferences and uncertainties associated with one-way or two-
way nesting can also be found in Harris (2010). Studies such
as those of Chen et al. (2010) and Gao et al. (2019) have
shown that the use of one-way or two-way nesting showed
little difference in the results, but some studies have shown
that two-way nesting improves the simulations of TCs, e.g.,
Typhoon Parma in the Philippines (Spencer et al., 2012) and
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Typhoon Kai-tak (Wu et al., 2019). In addition, previous TC
case studies in the Philippines have also used the two-way
nesting configuration, e.g., Mori et al. (2014), Takayabu et
al. (2015), and Nakamura et al. (2016). Other studies have
also used two-way nesting in simulating TCs in other basins
(Parker et al., 2018; Davis et al., 2008; Mittal et al., 2019;
Reddy et al., 2021), as have studies that looked at sensitiv-
ity to different physics parameterizations (Wu et al., 2019;
Biswas et al., 2014; Li and Pu, 2009). Two-way nesting is
also used in operational TC forecasting (Mehra et al., 2019)
and in the experimental Hurricane WRF system (Zhang et
al., 2016) as well as in convection-permitting regional cli-
mate models (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021).

Different domain configurations were tested prior to se-
lecting this particular configuration, with the current domain
configuration having the track and intensity closest to that
observed (Figs. S1–S5 in the Supplement). The domain con-
figuration used in this study is used to have a common do-
main for different TC cases (other TC cases not included
in this paper) to understand and have a more general set of
conclusions on the response of TCs to future warming and
to properly simulate the subtropical ridge/Western North Pa-
cific Subtropical High (WNPSH).

In performing the experiments, WRF was run for a 180 h
period from 00:00 UTC on 4 November 2013 to 12:00 UTC
on 11 November 2013 to cover the main part of the life
cycle of TY Haiyan. Simulations with different start times
were conducted (Figs. S6–S7) to sample the different stages
in TY Haiyan’s lifetime and different initializations. Start-
ing times tested include 4 November 2013 at 00:00 and
12:00 UTC, 5 November 2013 at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC,
6 November 2013 at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC, and 7 November
2013 at 00:00 UTC. The simulation that started on 4 Novem-
ber at 00:00 UTC was found to be optimal in terms of track
and intensity; thus, the initialization time of all experiments
was fixed at 4 November 2013 at 00:00 UTC. The longer
lead time was also used to allow for the simulation of the
early stages of development of Typhoon Haiyan. We con-
sidered the period covering 4 November 2013 at 00:00 UTC
to 5 November 2013 at 12:00 UTC as the spin-up period.
For the purposes of this paper, the analysis of the experi-
ments covered only the 72 h period between 18:00 UTC on
5 November 2013 to 18:00 UTC on 8 November 2013 to
cover TY Haiyan’s mature stage.

Additional simulations using convection-permitting res-
olution (single domain, 4.5 km) were also performed and
showed no significant change in simulated intensity from the
configuration used here (not shown). The results shown in
this paper are from the inner 5 km domain, with results of the
outer 25 km domain shown in Fig. S8. The model domain
setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Convection is mostly simulated in models with resolution
coarser than 10–5 km through the cumulus parameterization
scheme. WRF’s cumulus parameterization scheme simulates
the effects of cumulus convection on heat, moisture, and pre-

Figure 1. Study domain setup. The outer 25 km resolution (1x) do-
main is bounded by 0–35◦ N and 100–170◦ E, while the inner 5 km
resolution (1x) domain is bounded by 5–30◦ N and 115–150◦ E.

cipitation at the sub-grid scale (Skamarock et al., 2008). The
choice of cumulus parameterization schemes has an impact
on WRF’s ability to simulate the TC track, intensity, and
structure (Zhang et al., 2011; Shepherd and Walsh, 2017;
Parker et al., 2017). Only two schemes were investigated in
this study – the KF scheme and TK scheme – the differences
of which are summarized below in Table 1. The same physics
parameterizations, including the cumulus scheme, were used
in both inner and outer domains. PAGASA uses KF for its
operational forecasting configurations (Flores, 2019). It has
also often been used for TC simulation studies in the Philip-
pines and has been found, in several studies, to be the best
choice for simulating TC track and intensity (e.g., Sun et
al., 2015; Li et al., 2018) and rainfall (e.g., Cruz and Narisma,
2016). The TK scheme, on the other hand, has been sug-
gested to be the more appropriate cumulus scheme in tropical
weather/climate applications of the WRF model (Parker et
al., 2017). Torn and Davis (2012) showed an improvement in
TC track simulations when using the TK scheme compared
to the KF scheme. They stated that the TK scheme allows
for more appropriate treatment of oceanic shallow convec-
tion due to a more active shallow convection scheme than
that of the KF scheme. There was a 1 K temperature bias at
700 hPa in the KF scheme not present in the TK simulations,
attributed to a lack of shallow convection in KF. These gen-
erated horizontal temperature gradients are associated with
the wind biases affecting the TC tracks simulated with the
KF scheme (Parker et al., 2018; Torn and Davis, 2012). In
addition, according to Sun et al. (2015), deep convection in
mass flux schemes, such as KF, produces large amounts of
anvil clouds that warm the upper troposphere and cause la-
tent heating south of the WNPSH that leads to the weaken-
ing of the WNPSH and the movement of the TCs northward.
Li et al. (2018) investigated the sensitivities of the simu-
lated tracks, intensities, and structures of Typhoon Haiyan
to the use of a the revised KF scheme with varying reso-
lutions from 9 to 2 km and found that the resulting simula-
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tions with the application of the revised KF (rKF) scheme
are different at various resolutions. Cruz and Narisma (2016)
also used the KF scheme in conducting sensitivity tests of
TC-associated rainfall with different PBL and microphysics
schemes in WRF.

Using a mass flux approach with downdraft removal and
utilizing convective available potential energy (CAPE), KF is
a deep and shallow convection sub-grid scheme that includes
clouds, rain, ice, and snow detrainment and cloud persistence
(Kain, 2004). Although KF can account for relatively small-
scale processes that drive convection, it has inherent limita-
tions in simulating shallow convection over tropical oceans
(Parker et al., 2017). On the other hand, the TK scheme as-
sumes that the moisture flux through the cloud base is equiva-
lent to the surface moisture flux, as well as momentum trans-
port, cloud detrainment, and ice detrainment (Tiedtke, 1989;
Zhang et al., 2011). According to Parker et al. (2017), the
TK scheme is more appropriate for simulating intense TCs
in tropical oceans.

Experiments were also conducted to examine the sensi-
tivity to the available parameterizations for surface flux op-
tions. For TC applications, WRF-ARW provides three dif-
ferent formulations of aerodynamic roughness lengths of the
surface momentum and scalar fields as surface flux options
(isftcflx= 0, 1, and 2) (see Kueh et al., 2019, for a detailed
description of the differences between these options). It has
been shown that surface fluxes can influence the model’s
ability to simulate TC intensity and structure (Green and
Zhang, 2013; Kueh et al., 2019). For the default flux option
(referred to here as sf0), the momentum roughness length is
given as Charnock’s (1955) expression plus a viscous term,
following Smith (1988) – Eq. (1):

zo = α

(
u2

g

)
+

0.11v
u

, (1)

where α is the Charnock coefficient and v the kinematic
viscosity of dry air, for which a constant value of 1.5×
10−5 m2 s−1 is used. A constant value of α = 0.0185 is used
for sf0.

Since the roughness length formulas in sf0 are demonstra-
bly inconsistent with a substantial amount of research (Kueh
et al., 2019), two more options were developed (hereinafter
referred to as sf1 and sf2) (Kueh et al., 2019). Based on
the findings that the drag coefficient (CD) seemed to level
off at hurricane force wind speed (e.g., Powell et al., 2003;
Donelan et al., 2004), the surface flux option 1 (sf1) was de-
veloped and implemented in WRF as a blend of two rough-
ness length formulas (Green and Zhang, 2013). The sf1 op-
tion was first implemented in version 3.0 of WRF (Kueh
et al., 2019). The sf1 and surface flux option 2 (sf2) have
the same momentum roughness length, but in sf2 the tem-
peratures and moisture roughness lengths are expressed in
accordance with Brutsaert (1975a) (MMML-NCAR, 2019).
There are limited studies on the sensitivity of TC intensity

due to surface heat flux because of a lack of in situ measure-
ments (Montgomery et al., 2010; Green and Zhang, 2013;
Smith et al., 2014), particularly under high-wind conditions
(Liu et al., 2022). Emanuel (1986) put forward the idea that
TC intensity is proportional to the square root of the ratio
of the surface exchange coefficients of enthalpy and mo-
mentum. According to Zhang and Marks (2015), increasing
surface friction would also increase boundary layer inflow,
which would subsequently boost angular momentum conver-
gence and intensify a TC. However, as surface friction also
increases the momentum and heat dissipation to boundary
layer winds, this might result in a negative impact on TC in-
tensity (Liu et al., 2022). Despite playing a significant role
in surface heat fluxes, Chen et al. (2018) hypothesized that
the influence of surface fluxes on TC growth was minimal
because it caused moderate sea surface cooling. Further in-
vestigation of these aspects is required in the future.

A set of experiments is conducted to explore the impacts
of nudging on the ERA5 large-scale environment by apply-
ing spectral nudging (snON). It has been shown that spec-
tral nudging can improve TC track simulations (Guo and
Zhong, 2017; Tang et al., 2017) by constraining the model
to large-scale environmental conditions (Glisan et al., 2013).
Present-day simulations typically use nudging to reduce the
mean biases in a relatively large domain (e.g., Xu and Yang,
2015; Liu et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2017; Moon et al., 2018).
Another set of experiments were also conducted without ap-
plying this technique (snOFF). Based on the methodology
of Moon et al. (2018), the spectral nudging for the horizon-
tal and vertical wind components, the potential temperature,
and the geopotential height was applied. The nudging coef-
ficients for all variables were set at 0.0003 s−1, applied at all
levels above the PBL.

To assess the model sensitivity to various physics parame-
terizations and other model choices, we have systematically
altered the choice of cumulus schemes and surface flux op-
tions. The use of spectral nudging is also explored in a set of
experiments. Table 2 shows the set of different model config-
urations.

The control simulation is the experiment with KF as the
cumulus scheme, with spectral nudging turned off and sur-
face flux option of sf0 (KFsnOFFsf0). This configuration was
also used in the experiments using the different members of
EDA to test the sensitivity to different initializations.

Other parameterization schemes (adapted from Li et
al., 2018) in the model that remained the same in all the
experiments, as used in both inner and outer domains, in-
clude the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) scheme
(Mlawer et al., 1997) and the Dudhia scheme (Dudhia, 1989)
for the longwave and shortwave radiation, respectively;
the MM5 Monin–Obukhov scheme (Monin and Obukhov,
1954) for the surface layer; the WRF single-moment six-
class scheme for the cloud microphysics (Hong and Lim,
2006); the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et
al., 2006); and the unified Noah land surface model (Chen
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Table 1. Description of the cumulus schemes used in this study.

Kain–Fritsch (KF) (Kain, 2004) Tiedtke (TK) (Tiedtke, 1989; Zhang et al., 2011)

Type of scheme Mass flux Mass flux

Cloud detrainment Yes Yes

Closure CAPE removal CAPE/moisture convergence

Triggering Controlled by large-scale velocity in Convection is triggered if the parcel is warmer than
mechanism the vertical direction its surroundings by 0.5 K if the parcel is very

close to the surface

Cloud radius Variable Fixed

Shallow Activates shallow convection when the criteria Assumes that the cloud base moisture flux is equal to
convection for deep convection are satisfied the surface moisture flux

Sources: Adeniyi (2019), Torn and Davis (2012), and Shepherd and Walsh (2017).

Table 2. Summary of the sensitivity experiments with the parameterizations used.

Cumulus scheme Nudging Surface flux option (isftcflx)

isftcflx= 0 (sf0) isftcflx= 1 (sf1) isftcflx= 2 (sf2)

Kain–Fritsch (KF)
Without spectral nudging (snOFF) KFsnOFFsf0 KFsnOFFsf1 KFsnOFFsf2

With spectral nudging (snON) KFsnONsf0 KFsnONsf1 KFsnONsf2

Tiedtke (TK)
Without spectral nudging (snOFF) TKsnOFFsf0 TKsnOFFsf1 TKsnOFFsf2

With spectral nudging (snON) TKsnONsf0 TKsnONsf1 TKsnONsf2

and Dudhia, 2001; Tewari et al., 2004) for the land surface
processes and structure, as indicated in Table 3.

2.5 Verification data

To determine the model’s skill in simulating TY Haiyan,
we used the International Best Track Archive for Climate
Stewardship (IBTrACS), which compiles best-track informa-
tion from various agencies worldwide (Knapp et al., 2010).
We compared the simulated and observed tracks by calculat-
ing the direct positional error (DPE). Heming (2017) defines
DPE as a measure of the great circle distance between ob-
served and forecast positions at the same simulation time. We
calculated the model bias, root-mean-square error (RMSE),
and correlation coefficient between model-simulated and ob-
served (IBTrACS) minimum sea level pressure and maxi-
mum 10 m winds to evaluate simulated TC intensity. The
best-track information used here is taken from the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) subset of the IBTrACS
(IBTrACS-WMO, v03r09), which was taken from the best-
track data provided by the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA). In order to directly compare the IBTrACS/JMA data
with WRF’s simulated winds, the 10 min averaged winds
from the JMA dataset were converted to 1 min wind speeds
using Li et al.’s (2018) formula, i.e., multiplying the 10 min
values by 1.1364.

In addition, rainfall data from the Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) mission are also used for comparing
the spatial distribution of the simulated rainfall. The In-
tegrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) is a
third-level precipitation product of GPM, which covers the
area −180, −90, 180, and 90 with resolutions of 0.1◦ and
30 min (Huffman et al., 2019). The rainfall data were ac-
cessed and downloaded from NASA’s Goddard Earth Sci-
ences Data and Information Services Center (GES DISC)
at https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/ (last access: 9 February
2021).

2.6 TC tracking method

The simulated track and intensity values were obtained every
6 h using the TRACK algorithm (Hodges et al., 2017) as used
in Hodges and Klingaman (2019). TRACK determines TCs
as follows: first the vertical average of the relative vorticity
at 850, 700, and 600 hPa levels is obtained. The field is then
spatially filtered using 2D discrete cosine transforms equiv-
alent to T63 spectral resolution, and the large-scale back-
ground is removed. The tracking is performed by first identi-
fying the relative vorticity maxima > 5.0× 10−6 s−1. Using
a nearest-neighbor method, the tracks are then initialized and
refined by minimizing a cost function for track smoothness
subject to adaptive constraints (Villafuerte et al., 2021). The
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Table 3. WRF configuration for the control experiment (KFsnOFFsf0).

Number of domain Two (outer coarse domain D01 and inner domain D02)
Nesting Two-way (between D01 and D02)
Grid resolutions 25 km (D01); 5 km (D02)
Grid spacing 295× 160 (D01), 746× 551 (D02)
Number of vertical eta levels 44 (D01), 44 (D02)
Cloud microphysics WRF single-moment six-class scheme for the cloud microphysics (Hong and Lim, 2006) – D01&D02
Cumulus parameterization Kain–Fritsch scheme – D01&D02
Longwave radiation RRTM scheme (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model) (Mlawer et al., 1997)
Shortwave radiation Dudhia scheme (Dudhia, 1989) – D01&D02
Surface layer MM5 Monin–Obukhov scheme (Monin and Obukhov, 1954) – D01&D02
Land surface scheme Unified Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Tewari et al., 2004) – D01&D02
Planetary boundary layer scheme Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et al., 2006) – D01&D02
Surface flux option isftcflx = 0
Spectral nudging Off

feature points are determined by first finding the grid point
maxima, which are then used as starting points for a B-spline
interpolation and steepest ascent maximization method, to
determine the off-grid feature points (Hodges, 1995 as cited
by Hodges and Klingaman, 2019). The tracking is done for
the entire simulation period. Additional variables are added
to the track data after the tracking is complete, such as the
maximum 10 m winds within a 6◦ geodesic radius and the
minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) within a 5◦ radius using
the B splines and minimization method (Hodges and Klinga-
man, 2019).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Simulated track

Figure 2 shows the tracks obtained from the simulations of
TY Haiyan for all experiments are in reasonably good corre-
spondence with the best-track data. Simulations using the TK
scheme accurately reproduced the observed positions of TY
Haiyan during the first 36 h of the study period, with the ob-
served and simulated tracks being less than 50 km (mean of
18 km) apart at 36 h. On the other hand, the simulated tracks
based on the KF cumulus convective scheme tracked in the
same direction as the observed track but were further north
and more than 50 km (mean of 61.5 km) from the best track
during the first 36 h of simulation.

Figure 3 shows the sensitivity of the tracks to the cumulus
parameterization scheme, surface flux options, and to spec-
tral nudging. Figure 3a shows the DPE throughout the simu-
lation and shows simulations with the KF scheme have tracks
that are further north of the observed track compared to sim-
ulations utilizing the TK scheme, which are closer to the ob-
served track. The minimum DPE obtained from the simula-
tions using the TK scheme is 8 km after 18 h of simulation
for the simulation using TKsnOFFsf2.

The results show that these three model settings individ-
ually lead to significant reductions in DPE values. The dif-
ferences between the mean DPE of simulations using the KF
and TK schemes (p value: 0.010) were found to be statis-
tically significant at 99 % confidence levels using a Student
t test. The simulations using the TK scheme have a mean
DPE of 47±5 km, and those using the KF scheme have mean
DPE of 55±7 km (Fig. 3a). Overall, we found the TK scheme
to be best in simulating the track of TY Haiyan.

Our results show that the tracks are also slightly sensitive
to the use of spectral nudging, especially in the latter half
of the simulation (Fig. 3b). The evolution of DPE in Fig. 3
shows gradual increases in its value in the first half of the
simulation, as the typhoon approaches land (between 48 and
54 h); the DPE then starts to abruptly increase until the end
of the simulations. This suggests that the spectral nudging
configuration does not constrain the model strongly. Never-
theless, simulations run with spectral nudging consistently
show lower DPE in the second half of the simulation com-
pared to the no-nudging experiments. Moreover, the mean
DPE of the TK simulations with nudging is 38 km, while the
simulation without nudging is 57 km. This is consistent with
previous studies where spectral nudging improves TC tracks
in the WNP (Guo and Zhong, 2017; Moon et al., 2018). Over-
all, the surface flux options did not have a statistically signif-
icant effect (p value: 0.8509 at 95 % confidence level) on the
tracks of the simulated TY (Fig. 3c).

3.2 Simulated intensity

Figure 4 shows that most of the simulations are not able
to capture the observed deepening of the minimum cen-
tral pressure or the intensification of low-level winds of TY
Haiyan. The control simulation (denoted as KFsnOFFsf0)
has a MSLP value of only 939 hPa and maximum wind speed
of 48.21 meters per second (m s−1). Compared to the mini-
mum central pressure of 895 hPa in the observations, this is
a difference of 44 hPa; and with the 73 m s−1 1 min observed
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Figure 2. Simulated tracks compared with IBTrACS and the sensitivity experiments classified according to experiment groups: Kain–Fritsch
(KF) convection scheme, Tiedtke (TK) convection scheme, with spectral nudging (snON), without nudging (snOFF), surface flux option 0
(sf0), option 1(sf1), and option 2 (sf2).

Figure 3. Mean and standard deviation of the DPE (km) per simulation group – (a) for the cumulus schemes KF and TK; (b) for with (snON)
and without nudging (snOFF); and (c) for surface flux options sf0, sf1, and sf2. The x axis shows the analysis period between 18:000 UTC
on 5 November 2013 and 18:00 UTC on 8 November 2013.

sustained wind speed, there is a difference of 24.79 m s−1.
The simulations that are closest to TY Haiyan’s intensity are
those that use the KF scheme and surface flux option 1 (KF-
snONsf1); however, the simulations using the KF scheme
simulate lower-than-observed MSLP value at the first 12 h
of simulation. The KFsnONsf1 run has a MSLP reaching to
912 hPa and winds of up to 72 m s−1. The TK scheme sim-
ulations consistently have higher central pressure and lower
maximum wind speeds. A Student t test indicates that the dif-
ference between the minimum sea level pressure simulations
using the KF and TK schemes (p value: 0.008) is significant
at the 99 % confidence level. However, the simulations were

not able to capture TY Haiyan’s rapid intensification phase
as in previous studies (Islam et al., 2015; Kueh et al., 2018).

Figure 5 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
biases of the simulated intensities to the choice of the pa-
rameterization schemes. There is a statistically significant
difference at the 99 % confidence level (p value: 0.007941)
among the simulations using the KF and TK cumulus con-
vection schemes (Fig. 5, first row). In simulating the inten-
sity, nudging did not demonstrate a consistent improvement
in the intensity of the simulations (Fig. 5, second row), while
the choice of surface flux option had a more demonstrable
effect on the resulting intensities (at 99 % confidence levels),
with sf1 having the most intense simulation of the storm in
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terms of both MSLP and maximum winds and sf0 having the
least intensity (Fig. 5, third row).

Figure 6 shows that the simulations using the KF scheme
have higher correlations and smaller RMSE values than the
simulations that used the TK scheme. Of all the simulations,
the simulation with the combination of KF and sf1 without
nudging has the lowest RMSE (22 hPa MSLP and 9.59 m s−1

maximum winds) and the highest correlation coefficient of
0.78 and 0.82 for MSLP and maximum winds, respectively,
while the simulation with the poorest performance, i.e., high-
est RMSE (37 hPa and 14.17 m s−1) and lowest correlation
coefficient (0.60 and 0.69 for MSLP and maximum winds,
respectively), is the simulation with the combination of TK,
sf0, with spectral nudging turned on.

The KF and TK schemes represent shallow convection dif-
ferently, resulting in different simulated TC intensities (Torn
and Davis, 2012). The TK scheme allows both upward trans-
port of moisture across the boundary layer and vertical ad-
vection of evaporation from the ocean surface (Parker et
al., 2018). Consequently, this reduces the mass flux in deep
convection, thereby lowering the rate of TC intensification
and resulting in lower simulated intensities. The KF scheme,
however, is less likely to reduce the deep convective mass
flux that allows for intensification rates to increase. These
results are consistent with the differences in the simulated
intensities shown in Parker et al. (2017) and Shepherd and
Walsh (2017). Parker et al. (2017) found that the KF scheme
produces more intense TC systems (lower MSLP values)
than the TK scheme for TY Yasi in Australia. Shepherd
and Walsh (2017) also found that the KF scheme produces
stronger storms (TY Yasi 2011 in the southwest Pacific and
TY Rita 2005 in the North Atlantic) but almost the same in-
tensity for simulations using the TK and KF schemes for TY
Megi in the western North Pacific basin.

The choice of surface flux option (sf0, sf1, sf2) also af-
fects the ability to reproduce both minimum sea level pres-
sure and maximum winds, as shown by the lower RMSE of
sf1 (Fig. 6). Simulations with sf1 have generally been shown
to have the highest correlation coefficients. While both wind
speed and MSLP intensity are strongly dependent on the sur-
face flux option, sf1 is shown to simulate the highest inten-
sity for TY Haiyan. As in Kueh et al. (2019), the default op-
tion (sf0), in which CD does not level off, the simulations of
Haiyan which used sf0 have the weakest wind speeds. The
sf1 option is expected to have the highest intensity since it
has the largest enthalpy and momentum (Ck/CD) ratio at high
wind speeds and lowest CD. This gives less friction at high
winds, thereby favoring higher intensity (Kueh et al., 2019).
The simulated intensity of the sf2 option, on the other hand,
is expected to be between sf0 and sf1 (Kueh et al., 2019).

Comparing the simulations with the KF and TK schemes
shows that the former produces better simulated intensities
with lower biases, lower RMSE, and higher correlation co-
efficients (Fig. 6), consistent with Zhang et al. (2011) and

Parker et al. (2017), and minimum sea level pressure as with
Spencer et al. (2012).

We also considered the wind–pressure relationship of the
simulated intensities of all experiments, which according to
Green and Zhang (2013) is affected by surface flux options.
The scatterplot in Fig. 7 indicates the relationship between
the MSLP and maximum wind, based on the different sim-
ulations. The IBTrACS data (black square markers) are also
included in this plot. Almost all simulations show a decreas-
ing trend of the MSLP and maximum winds as the storm
intensifies; however, the intensities are evidently underesti-
mated (MSLP and maximum wind speeds). Based on Man-
ganello et al. (2012), the maximum wind speed is usually
underestimated in LAMs when the simulated MSLP is be-
low approximately 980 hPa. It is worth pointing out that of
the different simulations, those utilizing the surface flux op-
tion 1 (sf1, blue) give the most intense storm by wind speed
(Fig. 8). The simulated maximum wind speeds in the simu-
lations using the default surface flux option (sf0, red) only
range between 35 and 55 m s−1, while the simulations us-
ing the other options (sf1, blue and sf2, cyan) are well dis-
tributed from ∼ 40 to 73 m s−1, consistent with the result
of Kueh et al. (2019). Most simulations have an underes-
timated maximum wind speed for MSLP below 910 hPa,
which is consistent with a study using WRF that produced
lower wind speed compared to IBTrACS for a given MSLP
(Hashimoto et al., 2015). However, the simulations were able
to generate considerable intensity for the maximum wind
speed for TY Haiyan compared to that of Islam et al. (2015),
who used different model physics options, i.e., WRF single-
moment six-class (WSM6), WRF single-moment three-class
(WSM3), new Thompson (THOM), Milbrandt–Yau double-
moment (MY2) seven-class scheme, and the Goddard Cumu-
lus Ensemble (GCE) schemes. Previous studies using lower
resolution generated insufficient wind speeds in the regime
higher than 45 m s−1 (Jin et al., 2015), which are primarily at-
tributed to low model resolutions and deficiencies in surface
drag representations at high wind conditions (Jin et al., 2015;
Shen et al., 2017).

In simulating TCs, it is important to get the timing and
intensity at landfall right as it gives a good indication of the
potential damage along coastal areas (Parker et al., 2017).
TY Haiyan made landfall in the eastern-central Philippines
(Guiuan, Eastern Samar) on 7 November 2013 at 20:40 UTC.
Figure 11 shows that the simulation with the closest landfall
time and location occurs for the KFsnoffsf2 simulation. The
deviation from the observed landfall point – the minimum
deviation is 3 km for KFsnOFFsf2 and TKsnONsf2 and the
maximum deviation is 76 km for KFsnONsf1 – is within the
average forecast error for tropical cyclones at 24 h lead time
in the western North Pacific (Peng et al., 2017).

Figure 8 also shows that the simulated TY is slightly
slower (farther from land on 7 November 2013 at
00:00 UTC) than observed, with the timing of landfall de-
layed between approximately 2 and 6 h in the simulations.
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Figure 4. Time series of intensity (a) for minimum sea level pressure (hPa) and (b) maximum winds (m s−1) for the sensitivity experiments
classified according to experiment groups: Kain–Fritsch (KF) convection scheme, Tiedtke (TK) convection scheme, with spectral nudging
(snON), without spectral nudging (snOFF), surface flux option 0 (sf0), option 1(sf1), and option 2 (sf2). The x axis is the analysis period
between 18:00 UTC on 5 November 2013 and 18:00 UTC on 8 November 2013.

Figure 5. Time series of the mean intensities and standard deviations (a–c) for MSLP and (g–i) for maximum winds, with mean biases for
MSLP (d–f) (hPa) and maximum winds (m s−1) for each group (j–l) for cumulus schemes KF and TK, spectral nudging, and for surface flux
options. The x axis is the analysis period between 18:00 UTC on 5 November 2013 and 18:00 UTC on 8 November 2013.
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Table 4. The resulting deviation from landfall location (km, rounded to nearest whole number), translation speed (m s−1, rounded to two
decimal place), and deviation from observed translation speed (m s−1, rounded to two decimal places), as well as deviation of the simulated
MSLP at landfall (hPa, rounded to the nearest whole number), compared to observations.

Simulation Deviation from Translation speed Deviation from Deviation from
landfall point before landfall observed translation observed MSLP

10.83◦ N, 125.69◦ E (m s−1) speed before (895 hPa) at landfall
(in km) (Obs. 9.48 m s−1) landfall

KFsnONsf0 56 9.62 0.14 40
KFsnONsf1 76 8.78 −0.70 18
KFsnONsf2 55 8.76 −0.72 32
KFsnOFFsf0 20 9.27 −0.22 46
KFsnOFFsf1 37 9.54 0.05 27
KFsnOFFsf2 3 9.58 0.10 44
TKsnONsf0 6 9.80 0.32 56
TKsnONsf1 11 9.87 0.39 43
TKsnONsf2 3 9.85 0.37 52
TKsnOFFsf0 56 9.23 −0.25 49
TKsnOFFf1 68 9.54 0.06 38
TKsnOFFsf2 61 9.20 −0.29 48

Figure 6. RMSE vs. CC for minimum sea level pressure in hPa
(filled) and for maximum winds in m s−1 (not filled) for the sensi-
tivity experiments.

Based on data from IBTrACS, Haiyan’s translation speed be-
fore landfall is approximately 9.48 m s−1, while the mean
translation speed of all the simulations is 9.43 m s−1 as
shown in Table 4. Figure 8 also shows that the extent of the
wind field of the simulations using the KF scheme is wider
than the ones using the TK scheme. The KF scheme simu-
lations have a bigger radial extent, for winds speeds larger
than 35 m s−1 or 80 miles per hour (mph), than the simu-
lations using the TK scheme. The wind field extent is also
bigger in simulations with sf1 and sf2 than in the ones us-
ing the default surface flux option (sf0), with sf1 having a
wider and more symmetric radial extent of winds greater
than 50 m s−1 or 110 mph. TY Haiyan’s radius of maximum
wind was estimated to be between 25 and 29 km (Shimada et
al., 2018). In addition, the radial extent of winds of approxi-
mately 15 m s−1 (30 mph) is bigger in simulations using the

KF scheme than simulations using the TK scheme, with ra-
dius of maximum wind extending up to ∼ 52 and ∼ 42 km,
respectively. The TKsnONsf0 and TKsnOFFsf0 both have
radial extent of winds of 15 m s−1 (30 mph) that are closer
to what is estimated using the OSCAT scatterometer data.

3.3 Simulated track and intensity from ERA5 EDA
ensemble members

The simulated tracks of TY Haiyan, using the four ERA5
EDA members as initial and boundary conditions and config-
urations that are the same as used for the control simulation,
are found to be within the variability of the simulations us-
ing the different parameterizations (Fig. 9). The average DPE
of the ensemble mean is 86 km compared to the average DPE
of the simulations using different parameterizations, which is
78 km with a range from 7 to 250 km throughout the whole
simulation period. There is no significant difference between
the mean DPE of the simulations using the different ensem-
ble members and the simulations using the different parame-
terization schemes (p value= 0.464).

The spread in the mean bias of the simulated intensities
(MSLP and maximum winds) using the ensemble members
as boundary conditions is similar to or within the spread
of the correlation between the experiments with the differ-
ent parameterization schemes and spectral nudging option
(Fig. 10). Judging from the spread of the simulated inten-
sities found in the boundary condition experiments, the use
of different ensemble members has relatively less effect on
the simulated intensities as compared to the sensitivity to cu-
mulus and surface flux parameterizations.
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of minimum sea level pressure (hPa) vs. maximum wind (m s−1) from the various sensitivity experiments compared
with best track data. Solid lines of the corresponding colors (red for sf0, blue for sf1, cyan for sf2) show the second-order polynomial fit.

3.4 Simulated rainfall

The simulated rainfall in WRF is represented implicitly to
demonstrate the effects of sub-grid-scale processes through
the cumulus scheme and explicitly through the microphysics
scheme. In this study, we used the combination of both
implicit and explicit precipitation as the total rainfall. The
spatial distribution of rainfall (mm) from 00:00 UTC on
7 November 2013 to 18:00 UTC on 8 November 2013 from
the different experiments without spectral nudging is pre-
sented in Fig. 11. These results show a discernible differ-
ence between the spatial distribution and magnitude of the
simulated rainfall, which indicates high sensitivity to the cu-
mulus schemes. The accumulated 6-hourly rainfall was gen-
erally larger in magnitude and spatial extent for the simula-
tions using the KF scheme (Fig. 11b–d) than those that used
TK scheme (Fig. 11e–g). There is not much difference in the
magnitude and distribution of rain among the different sur-
face flux options.

It is also important to note the delay in the rainfall at land-
fall, primarily due to the relatively slower movement of the
simulated TCs. The extent of the distribution of rainfall out-
side of Haiyan’s inner rain bands was also not captured well
by the simulations when compared with the satellite-derived
GPM rainfall (Fig. 11a). In comparison with the GPM rain-
fall, the distribution of the simulated high rainfall using the
KF scheme shows more similar patterns unlike with the TK
scheme. The areas of high rainfall appear to be similar in the
simulations using different flux options but different in sim-
ulations using the KF and TK scheme. The simulations us-
ing the KF scheme also seem to capture the outer rainbands

of TY Haiyan but extending further southeast compared to
the GPM rainfall. Previous studies have also indicated the
sensitivity of TC-associated rainfall to different physics pa-
rameterizations in WRF. Satya et al. (2019) and Du Duc et
al. (2019) found that KF better predicts rainfall than TK,
but both generally perform poorly in simulating rainfall, and
WRF TC-associated rain is underestimated (Bagtasa, 2021).

3.5 Environmental factors

This section discusses the environmental variables to explain
the differences between the simulations using the KF and
TK schemes. KFsnOFFsf1 and TKsnOFFsf1 were used in
this section to represent the experiments with KF and TK
runs, primarily for improved readability, but, more impor-
tantly, similar results were found in the average of the ex-
periments using the KF and TK cumulus convection scheme.
Based on previous similar studies (Parker et al., 2017; Torn
and Davis, 2012) and as shown in Fig. 12, the KF scheme
results in a warm temperature bias (at 700 hPa). In particular,
the TK scheme produces cooler temperatures, and the KF
scheme simulates up to approximately 1.5 to 2 ◦C warmer
temperatures relative to ERA5, while the ones using the TK
scheme have a colder bias at 700 hPa (Fig. 12), which is con-
sistent with previous studies (Parker et al., 2017; Shepherd
and Walsh, 2017). On the other hand, the KF scheme is likely
to simulate the deep convective mass flux, which allows for
an increase in intensification rates (Zhu and Smith, 2002, and
Emanuel, 1989, as cited by Torn and Davis, 2012).
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Figure 8. Surface winds (miles per hour, mph) (a) from the OSCAT radar scatterometer on the Indian Space Research Organization’s
OceanSat-2 satellite at 01:30 UTC on 7 November 2013 and (b–e) for each of the experiments at 00:00 UTC on 7 November 2013. Source of
Fig. 8a: https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/images/super-typhoon-haiyan (last access: 10 March 2021). Use is covered by https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
jpl-image-use-policy (last access: 12 December 2021).

Figure 12 also displays the simulated deep layer vertical
wind shear (contour), which is defined as

vertical wind shear

=

√
(u200− u850)2+ (v200− v850)2 , (2)

where u and v are the zonal and meridional wind compo-
nents, respectively, at 200 and 850 hPa, computed from time-
averaged vertical wind shear calculated from u and v winds
at 200 and 850 hPa at each grid point. The simulated vertical

wind shear is weaker along the track of TY Haiyan for both
simulations using KF and TK, but the simulation using KF
has a bigger area with weaker shear. It is likely that the more
homogeneous temperature field in KF resulted in less verti-
cal wind shear, while the simulation using the TK scheme led
to a more heterogeneous temperature increasing the vertical
shear. A previous study by Floors et al. (2011) showed that
the temperature differences through the atmospheric profile
lead to geostrophic wind shear in WRF simulations. With the
weaker vertical shear, the intensity is higher in the simulation
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Figure 9. Simulated tracks of the four randomly selected EDA ensemble members (green) compared with IBTrACS and the sensitivity
experiments classified according to experiment groups: Kain–Fritsch (KF) convection scheme, Tiedtke (TK) convection scheme, with spectral
nudging (snON), without spectral nudging (snOFF), surface flux option 0 (sf0), option 1(sf1), and option 2 (sf2).

Figure 10. Mean biases for (a) minimum sea level pressure in hPa
and (b) maximum winds in m s−1 for each group of simulations:
cumulus schemes KF and TK (blue bars), surface flux options (sf0,
sf1, sf2) (light blue bars), spectral nudging ON and OFF (gray bars),
and mean of the different experiments using four randomly selected
EDA ensemble members (ENS) (red bars) as initial and boundary
conditions.

using KF than the simulation using the TK scheme. Weaker
vertical shear has been found to be favorable in maintaining
TC development and intensity (Shen et al., 2019).

To further investigate the difference in the track between
KF and TK simulation runs, we analyzed the 500 mbar
geopotential height. The 5800 m geopotential height contour
at 500 mbar is used to depict the Western North Pacific Sub-
tropical High (WNPSH) (Xue and Fan, 2016). With the ridge
location at 20◦ E, the WNPSH extends to the north of the
South China Sea (Shen et al., 2019). It has been found that
the westward extent and location of the subtropical high ridge
directly affect TC tracks in the WNP basin that impact the
Philippines (Bagtasa, 2020). In the simulation using the KF

scheme, the subtropical high is weaker and is substantially in
a more northward position compared to the simulation using
the TK scheme (Fig. 13), which likely causes the tracks of the
simulations using the KF scheme to drift northward, while
the simulations using the TK scheme are much closer to the
observed. According to Sun et al. (2015), deep convection
in mass flux schemes, such as KF, produces large amounts
of anvil clouds that warm the upper troposphere and cause
latent heating south of the WNPSH that leads to the weaken-
ing of the WNPSH and the movement of the TCs northward.
Villafuerte et al. (2021) further added that the use of cumu-
lus schemes results in a weaker subtropical high resulting in
shifts in the northward re-curvature of TC tracks.

The TK scheme also produced relatively drier storm en-
vironments along the TC path compared to the simulation
using the KF scheme and, as a result, less convection, which
translates into weaker intensity (lower wind speeds), whereas
simulations using the KF scheme are ∼ 15 % higher rela-
tive to the simulation using TK. The TK scheme has rela-
tively drier bias with respect to ERA5 along the TC track
(Fig. 14). According to Villafuerte et al. (2021), the TK
scheme underestimates mid-tropospheric relative humidity,
providing a drier environment, thereby constraining deep
convection and inhibiting TC development. Furthermore,
Shen et al. (2019) demonstrated that the drier lower tropo-
sphere enhances downdrafts and inhibits convection, result-
ing in weaker intensities and less rain. When comparing the
distribution of mid-tropospheric relative humidity as shown
in Fig. 14, KF shows a higher relative humidity along the
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Figure 11. Spatial patterns of rainfall (in mm) every 6 h from 00:00 UTC on 7 November 2013 to 18:00 UTC on 8 November 2013 for
(a) GPM, and the different simulations without nudging using (b, c, d) KF with sf0, s1, and sf2, respectively, and (e, f, g) TK with sf0, sf1,
and sf2, respectively.

track of Haiyan, which indicates that the KF scheme pro-
duces more convection and generates significant rainfall as-
sociated with the system, as compared to the weaker con-
vective organization (hence less rainfall) of the simulations
using the TK scheme.

4 Conclusion

Typhoon Haiyan (2013) was one of the most intense and de-
structive tropical cyclones ever to hit the Philippines. As cli-
mate models project more intense storms will occur more
frequently in the future due to climate change (e.g., Typhoon
Haiyan), it is important to improve their representation in
high-resolution models. This will help improve understand-
ing of TCs under climate change and improve confidence in
model projections and, more importantly, for risk and impact
assessments. The intensity of TY Haiyan proved difficult to

simulate using the Weather Research and Forecasting Model
at 5 km domain configuration as with other previous stud-
ies. This study was able to assess the sensitivities to different
parameterizations in WRF that can be useful in future simu-
lations of TC cases under future climate conditions. Despite
the failure to simulate Haiyan’s rapid intensification phase,
the simulations were still able to capture the tracks and in-
tensity reasonably well. Based on the results, there seems to
be a trade-off between utilizing KF and TK cumulus schemes
that has not been previously discussed in previous studies of
tropical cyclones in the Philippines.

The simulated intensity of TY Haiyan is most sensitive to
changes in the cumulus scheme and surface flux options; on
the other hand, simulated track is most sensitive to cumu-
lus scheme and spectral nudging. However, the TK cumulus
scheme produces better track and the KF scheme produces
better intensity. There is a statistically significant difference
in the simulated tracks and intensities between the use of the
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Figure 12. The difference of the simulated temperature (in degree Celsius) at 700 hPa (shaded contours) and deep vertical wind shear
(contour lines) averaged over the entire period of the simulation with (a) KF (corresponding to kfsnoffsf1) and (b) TK (corresponding to
tksnoffsf1) temperature and winds from ERA5. The 6-hourly WRF output was interpolated to the coarser 6-hourly ERA5 grid using first-
order conservative remapping through the CDO remapcon function. The CDO code is available at https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/
(last access: 13 October 2021).

Figure 13. Geopotential height at 500 hPa in geopotential meters (shaded contour lines) and winds (streamlines) at 700 hPa averaged over
the entire period of the simulation with (a) KF (corresponding to kfsnoffsf1) and (b) TK (corresponding to tksnoffsf1). The 6-hourly WRF
output was interpolated to the coarser 6-hourly ERA5 grid using first-order conservative remapping through the CDO remapcon function.
The CDO code is available at https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/ (last access: 13 October 2021).

two cumulus schemes. The TK scheme simulates the track
better, while the KF scheme produces higher intensities, with
the KF scheme simulating a mean bias of 16 hPa and 2 m s−1

and the TK scheme with a mean bias of 31 hPa and−6 m s−1,
respectively. The KF scheme has larger DPEs (mean DPE
of 55± 7 km compared to mean DPE of 47± 5 km for TK
scheme) due to a more-northward-steering flow. On the other
hand, simulations using the TK scheme had weaker wind and
higher MSLP due to the suppression of deep convection by
active shallow convection. Simulated rainfall is also sensitive
to the cumulus schemes, with simulations using TK having
less and smaller rainfall extent than simulations using the KF
cumulus convection scheme.

The results also show the simulated tracks are sensitive to
spectral nudging, which results in a reduction in the mean
DPE by 20 km. The intensity varies as well with different

surface flux options. With surface flux option 1, the momen-
tum roughness length is expressed using a combination of
two roughness length formulas (Green and Zhang, 2013),
in which the first is Charnock (1955) plus a constant vis-
cous term and the second is the exponential expression from
Davis et al. (2008) with a viscous term (as cited by Kueh et
al., 2019). Surface flux option 1 simulates better intensities
than the other two options (default surface flux option and
surface flux option 2). The use of boundary conditions from
different ensemble members also resulted in variations in the
simulated tracks and intensities but still within the range of
variability of the different parameterization experiments. The
use of the KF convective scheme and a more reasonable sur-
face flux option (sf1) can help improve the simulated inten-
sity, while the use of the TK convective scheme and applica-
tion of spectral nudging can improve the track simulation.
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Figure 14. The difference of the simulated mid-tropospheric (700–500 hPa) relative humidity averaged over the entire period of the simulation
with (a) KF (corresponding to kfsnoffsf1) and (b) TK (corresponding to tksnoffsf1) from ERA5. The 6-hourly WRF output was interpolated
to the coarser 6-hourly ERA5 grid using first-order conservative remapping through the CDO remapcon function. The CDO code is available
at https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/ (last access: 13 October 2021).

This study is part of an ongoing effort to investigate the
effect of future climate on the intensity and track of selected
destructive TC case studies in the Philippines such as Haiyan
using a regional climate model. The resulting sensitivities
to the cumulus schemes will be an important consideration
in simulating the TC case studies with climate change forc-
ing. Our findings further stress the need for choosing the ap-
propriate cumulus schemes and surface flux parameterization
given its impacts on different TC characteristics, e.g., the KF
scheme and surface flux option 1 for simulating better in-
tensities of extreme TCs such as Haiyan, besides higher grid
resolutions as noted in previous studies (Kueh et al., 2019;
Li et al., 2018). The results presented here can also be used
in further improving the value of downscaling for simulat-
ing intense TCs like Haiyan. These and future results will be
useful in addressing the growing need to plan and prepare
for and reduce the impacts of future TCs in the Philippines.
As shown in this study, there are uncertainties associated
with the use of cumulus parameterizations schemes, spec-
tral nudging, and surface flux parameterizations. To cover
these uncertainties, the use of ensemble simulations can be
applied. For operational applications, an ensemble of cumu-
lus parameterizations can be used to take into account the
uncertainty in the track and intensity of simulating intense
TCs. This study can facilitate research on regional climate
modeling to improve simulations of intense TCs like Haiyan.
Furthermore, it is important to study LAMs with a model res-
olution less than 5 km that can be extremely useful in simu-
lating TCs and associated rain. Li et al. (2018) suggested that
a 2 km convection-permitting resolution is needed to repro-
duce intense TCs such as Haiyan. Other model parameteriza-
tions such as cloud microphysics and the planetary boundary
layer as well as ocean coupling may help further improve the
intensity simulations of extreme TC such as Haiyan but are

beyond the scope of this paper. Simulations using a higher-
resolution convection-permitting model are needed. Addi-
tional simulations and further investigations on these aspects,
as well as for other similar TCs, will be useful.

Code availability. Code for the WRF model is available at
https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_source.html
(last access: 27 September 2021; WRF, 2022a). WRF Pre-
Processing System (WPS) geographical input data are available
from https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_
sources_wps_geog.html#mandatory (last access: 27 September
2021; WRF, 2022b).

TRACK is available from https://gitlab.act.reading.ac.uk/track/
track (last access: 14 December 2021; University of Reading Git-
Lab, 2022). CF-python and CF-plot were used in the analysis and
visualization, and installation packages are available from https://
ncas-cms.github.io/cf-python/ (last access: 15 March 2022; NCAS,
2022).
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